INTRODUCTION
For a study of the ground-water resources of Honey Lake Valley, Lassen County, California, and Washoe County, Nevada, a four-layer digital model was developed for the eastern part of the basin, using the computational algorithm of McDonald and Karnaugh (1988) . Results of the Honey Lake Valley study are given by Handman and others (1990) .
Although the report by Handman and others (1990) summarizes the data input to the model, detailed documentation of grid location, model input, and sample output has not been published previously. The purpose of this report, which is a supplement to the report by Handman and others (1990) , is to provide detailed, electronic documentation of the model.
MODEL GRID
Organization of the model grid was based on a composite of U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps. The model-grid lines are oriented north-south, parallel to the northern part of the California-Nevada State boundary (Handman and others, 1990) . The left edge of column 13 is about 1,000 feet east of the State boundary which is 120 degrees west longitude; the bottom edge of row 17 is about 2,200 feet south of the line at 40 degrees 15 minutes north latitude.
INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES
The original input and output for the Honey Lake model were developed on a Prime computer and transferred to an IBM-compatible microcomputer (operating under MS-DOS version 3.3). Files on the diskette are the same as the original Prime computer files and are presented according to the American International Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII).
Although the model program runs on a variety of computers, the input data might have to be reorganized depending on the specific computer and compiler being used. There is no way to anticipate the type of system which may be used to run the Honey Lake model or which compiler will be used for the model program, which is written in Fortran 77.
The model simulated three pumping conditions: predevelopment, current (1988), and proposed. Input files for BASXXX and WLSTXXX packages (table 1) and output files (table 2) are listed for each of the three pumping conditions.
Files for the Honey Lake model are on a highdensity, double-sided, soft-sectored diskette with a Output for steady-state simulation with pumpage from existing production wells calibrated to potentiometric heads during spring 1988, using BAS1988.PAC and WLSTIRRCJPAC (table 1) Output for steady-state simulation with no pumpage from production wells (predevelopment conditions), using BASPRE.PAC and WLSTRCPAC (table 1) Output for steady-state simulation with proposed pumpage, using BASPROPPAC and WLST.PAC (table 1) TOTAL ....... 844059 capacity of 1.2 megabytes. The root directory on the diskette contains one file (README.DOC, which is a copy of the text of this report) and two subdirectories (INPUT and OUTPUT) . Tables 1 and 2 show the contents of the subdirectories INPUT and OUTPUT and descriptions of the files. Data contained in the files are in units of feet and days, except as noted. Each record on the output file contains 132 or fewer characters. Record lengths of the input files are shown in table 1.
